
“Holes”

Chapters 11-24

Vocabulary Words: smug, glisten, excavated, presumably, writhed, afflict, defiance, recede,
venom, calloused

Name: ___________________________________

“Holes” Vocabulary Chapters 11-24

Define each below. On a separate piece of paper, use each word in a quality
sentence.

smug: _____________________________________________________________

glisten: ____________________________________________________________

excavated: _________________________________________________________

presumably: ________________________________________________________

writhed: ___________________________________________________________

afflict: _____________________________________________________________

defiance: ___________________________________________________________

recede: ____________________________________________________________

venom: ____________________________________________________________

calloused: __________________________________________________________



Name: _______________________________

Fact or Fiction?

News reporters often have to separate fact from fiction. Imagine you are a reporter

for the local news. You have heard rumor about Camp Green Lake and want to

know the truth behind what actually happens there. What questions would you ask to

try to get to the bottom of this story?

Write at least two questions you would ask each of the characters below.

Characters Questions
Stanley Yelnats

X-Ray

Zero

Mr. Sir

The Warden

Zigzag



Name: ___________________________

“Holes” Chapters 11-24 Quiz

Short Answer: Answer each of the questions below. (1 point each, 10 points total)

1. What does Stanley find while digging?

2. How does Zigzag think the Warden knows the boys’ names?

3. How is Stanley hurt?

4. How does Stanley pay Zero back for his help?

5. What is the secret ingredient in the Warden’s nail polish?

6. Why did Zero not understand the joke about the woman who lived in the shoe?

7. Who is Katherine Barlow?

8. What happened to Mr. Sir’s face?

9. How did Magnet get his nickname?

10. What happened with the sunflower seeds out at the digging site?



Causes and Effects: Match each cause and effect correctly. (1 point each, 5 points total)

Causes

_____ 1. Stanley digs a hole every day.
_____ 2. Magnet steals sunflower seeds.
_____ 3. Mr. Sirs faces swells up.
_____ 4. Stanley helps Zero read.
_____ 5. Stanley doesn’t want his mom to

worry.

Effects

A. Stanley is taken to the Warden.
B. Stanley and Zero become friends.
C. Stanley becomes stronger.
D. Stanley writes letters about

swimming.
E. The Warden has special nail

polish

True or False: Answer each question below by writing “true” for statements that correct
and “false” for statements that are incorrect. If it is “false,” correct the statement.
(5 points total)

__________ 1. Camp Green Lake allows their campers to have swim, hike, and go water skiing
just like Stanley thought.

__________ 2. The Warden is a female.

__________ 3. All of the campers at Camp Green Lake are guilty of the crime for which they
are at camp.

__________ 4. Mr. Sir’s face swells up because he gets bit by a yellow-spotted lizard.

__________ 5. X-Ray found the gold tube in his hole.



Vocabulary: Fill-in the blanks with the proper vocabulary word below. (.5 points each, 5
points total)

afflict
calloused
defiance
excavated

glisten
presumably
recede

smug
venom
writhed

1. The Warden ________________________ knew what the initials on the gold tube stood
for because she wanted to boys to keep digging in the same area.

2. If the Warden were to scratch you, it would _____________ you because of the special
ingredient in her nail polish.

3. Stanley saw something ________________ in his hole when he found the gold tube.

4. When the boys of Camp Green Lake dug holes, they ______________________ the
ground.

5. X-Ray was always ________________ after finishing his holes like he was the best
digger at the camp.

6. The ___________________ of the yellow-spotted lizard’s is extremely poisonous.

7. Sam and Katherine showed complete __________________ towards the towns rules
when they continued to see each other.

8. Mr. Sir ____________________ in pain after his face was struck by the Warden’s hand.

9. More than just Stanley’s hands were ____________________ from digging holes every
day.

10. You should try to __________________ if you see a yellow-spotted lizard in front of
you.


